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SLIDE AND REMOVE

CARE AND OPERATION

To Open Sash:

A) Unlock double security locks, (j and k), and slide sash 
 towards other side of window, using sash rail.

To Remove Sash:

B) Slide sash open to allow disengaging of slider latches on 
left and right side of inner most sash, land m, by putting 

 downward pressure on the release latches.
C) With both latches released, grasp sides of sash and pull 
 forward tilting top of sash in toward you with upward 

motion.  
 Lift bottom of sash from track in sill, n.  This allows for 

easy cleaning of inside and outside glass surfaces.
D) Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 for outer most sash releasing 

latches and removing sash.

To Clean:

E) The vinyl of your Oxford Windows requires minimal 
 routine cleaning. Use a mild detergent for light soil.  
 Heavily soiled areas may require a cleaner with a mild 

abrasive.  
 (Do not use abrasive cleaners or pads on glass.)

Clean Tracks:

F)  With tracks exposed o, clean well with wet rag and non 
abrasive cleaner. Vacuum if necessary to remove any 
debris. 
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Screen Removal and Cleaning:

G) Grasp bottom rail and lift up to remove from track. 
Tilt screen to bring inside p. Use a soft brush and a 
mild detergent to clean. (Tab on 1/2 slider screen is 
used for sliding - do not use for removal of screen.) 
Replace by inserting into top header section of 
window and sliding into place.

 Note: Be sure weatherstripping remains in place.
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To Replace Sash:

H) Replace outer most sash first by 
positioning sash over sliding track in 
sill and push top of sash into header 
until release latches lock into header of 
window. q

I) Repeat step H for inner most sash.

To Close Sash:

J) Use handle rails to slide sashes into 
jamb.

K) Latch locks on interlock by moving to 
downward positions r, to securely 
lock sash in place.


